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The autocar chassis next to Oliver Cromwell provides
an interesting contrast.
(Peter Van Houten)
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February 2015
Welcome to the 25th issue of our newsletter. We’re able to show good
progress on both the chassis and the autocoach, with the prospect of
more in the near future thanks to all our volunteers and supporters.
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New Members
A warm welcome to Mr. JR Archer of Ben Rhydding, Mr. RC Browne of
Ilkley, Mr. R Shorland-Ball of York, Mr. JM Langley of Garforth and
Mr JV Vickers of London.
‘Situations Vacant’:
Practical, skilled people to work on restoring the autocar at Embsay.
A fundraiser, both to solicit donations and to generate finance through sales.
A social media enthusiast, to support our publicity efforts and broaden our
reach to the public.
A researcher, to seek out historical information about the autocars.
If you can help with any of these roles, do please contact us.
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Chairman’s notes
Stephen Middleton
A huge thank you to all those members who have donated following the appeal
for funds in the last issue. In addition some have pledged loans when the need
arises. The Transport Trust, following a thorough inspection of the project,
kindly advanced us a loan facility of up to £46,000 at an advantageous rate
which effectively is a bridging loan to be paid upon completion when the HLF
releases the final payment. (We spent the HLF money too fast!)
I know many have been concerned about the cost of the engineering. In mid
January, Steve Hoather, Alan Chandler (a key volunteer on the autocoach) Rob
Shoreland-Ball, Transport Trust deputy chairman and I went to Loughborough.
Not to the industrial unit where the power unit was built, that is now empty.
Instead we went to the Great Central Railway locomotive shed, where, by kind
permission, the autocar chassis sits proudly between steam locomotives, with
the engine mounted in position, battery boxes and fuel tanks fitted and
surrounded by very substantial brackets and components that have been made
or procured for the braking system.
It is all coming together and turning out to be a most professional
job. Completion of the underframe for testing is expected to be around Easter,
then delivery to Embsay for the body and completion. By then the autocoach
should be complete and ready to run.
As I stood there with my colleagues, in the bitterly cold shed on the GCR, I
reflected on how far we have come, from a shabby looking body in a field to
what will shortly be an Edwardian DMU, and the first British built diesel electric
standard gauge locomotive since 1989. This has all come about because of
people, you, the members, the experienced team who are completing the
engineering, bodies such as the Ken Hoole Trust, PRISM, E&BASR, HLF and the
Transport Trust, kind assistance from Beamish and the NRM, goodwill and
patience from suppliers and a reliable enthusiastic volunteer corps at Embsay.

A big thank you to you all, but, we are not there yet, we still need a five
figure sum and volunteers to complete the autocar. If you can help in
any way, as always, do please feel free to contact me.
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Above: The powerunit has just been craned onto the chassis which is now being
pushed into the GCR shed at Loughborough. (Peter van Houten)
Below: The chassis inside the GCR shed on the 19th January. (Alan Chandler)
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Engineering Progress Report – February 2015
Steve Hoather
Since writing the last report at the end of October, Peter has been making solid
progress with assembling the various brackets and levers for the brake rigging
and mounting brackets for the cylinders and reservoirs. This involved liaising
with several local sub-contractors who cut some of the metalwork (some by
water-jetting), carried out the welding and supplied pins and bushes. He used
his own home workshop for some of the machining, and for larger items he was
able to use machine tools at the GCR shed at Loughborough, establishing a
good working relationship which should bode well for the future.
Traditionally, brakework pins and bushes have been steel (often case hardened)
where the forces and degree of rotation are low, with phoshor bronze bushes
for applications where there is a high degree of rotation and load. Towards the
end of BR days, experiments were carried out with non-metallic bushes such as
“Devol” with the aim of reducing wear and enable overhaul periods to be
extended, and these became standard in many applications after privatisation.
However, our application is different, with very low mileage and probably long
periods of inactivity which might allow any mild steel pins and bushes to start
corroding and eventually seize up. At Don Carter’s suggestion we therefore
adopted bushes made from “Orkot” which is a non-metallic fibrous material,
with stainless steel pins. This might sound a bit like building a Rolls Royce at a
time when money was tight, but the extra cost of stainless steel for the pins
was less than £100 and will avoid the risk of the pins corroding and then wearing the bushes in the future.
During this time the underframe remained at Quorn. We had hoped to fit the
power unit and move the underframe to Loughborough shed during November,
but during this time the GCR was busy with some commercial work from Brush
at Loughborough – testing the first of the class 73 locos Brush are rebuilding for
GB Railfreight – as well as preparations for the usual pre-Christmas Santa
specials. This delay did not hold up our work since Peter was busy with
assembling the components described above, but we had given notice to
vacate our own workshop on the next quarterly date which was December 24.
In the week before Christmas we therefore had to rapidly find somewhere to
store our power unit which would be secure and under cover, since the Council
had re-let our workshop and we could not leave it there. On Christmas Eve the
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power unit was therefore taken back to Adey’s for secure storage inside their
factory, and we are very grateful to them for this facility.
At the end of the lease, the Council (who were our landlord) were due to
inspect the premises to ensure they were in good condition, but for some
reason I could not understand they did not want to do this the next day
(December 25), and left it until January 5. This gave a bit more time for Dave
and Peter to remove the other items and repaint the floor over Christmas.

(PVH)
Finally, on January 8 the underframe was moved from Quorn to Loughborough,
the power unit collected from Adey’s and fitted to the underframe in the GCR
yard at Loughborough. The photographs by Peter show this, and the assembled
underframe was propelled into the shed by a steam loco which is at least 30
years younger than the Autocar! Peter is now busy fitting the brakework to the
underframe, with both the brake cylinders now fitted. We estimate it will take
about three months to fit the underframe brakework and pipework before
static testing of the brakes can begin.
Before track testing can begin, we need to connect up the fuel tanks to the
engine, connect the traction motor cables to their terminals at the bottom of
the power unit, and install sufficient control cables so that the controller does
its job and controls the engine. Whilst doing this, we will fit and connect the
headstock jumper at this end, as all the cables are in the same vicinity, but
leave the cables to the other end until the underframe is back at Embsay. (The
headstock end jumpers are to allow remote control from the trailer car).
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In January, Dave built the first of the cab desks. This one is for the engine end of
the power car, and is needed for track testing. In this cab, space is severely
limited because of the length of the power unit. The desk also has to be lower
than normal so that it does not protrude above the bottom of the cab windscreen. In order to save on length, one of the valves protrudes behind the desk
into the space between the pillars at the end of the body side and Alan
Chandler produced a very useful drawing of the layout of these pillars so that
Dave knew what space was available. The photograph below shows the desk so
far, it’s of conventional layout with the brake controller on the left and the
power controller on the right. Although the power controller itself is fairly
modern, it has been fitted with handles from a class 08 shunting loco, giving it a
‘period’ appearance.

(Dave Moore)
Opposite top: Two views of the autocar chassis in the GCR shed, showing the
layout of the various elements. (Both Stephen Middleton)
Opposite bottom: Craning the powerunit onto the chassis. (Peter Van Houten)
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The Autocoach
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The Autocoach - a miscellany

Above: The seating makes a big difference to the coach’s appearance.
Below: Replacing the headstocks requires a lot of drilling. Both: Alan Chandler.
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Geoff working on the door locks & Roger on the internal paintwork. (AC & SG)
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Autocar Cousins – the American Connection
R A S Hennessey
Establishing railway ‘firsts’ can be somewhat fraught; it depends on first of
which category. The first marrying of an internal combustion engine to electric
traction seems to have been that of the American William H Patton (18471906). With an important proviso: Patton’s products, mainly lightweight streetcars, used the petrol motor and dynamo to charge a battery. Current was
drawn off this for the axle motors. He worked in the 1890s, but the 15 or so
cars that he turned out had little following or effect, probably why he is
undeservedly forgotten.
Which brings us to the NER Autocars. These were undoubted firsts in two respects: they established the now familiar motor-generator-motor traction path
that is a world standard, even if rectifiers, inverters etc. have since entered the
chain. Secondly, they were designed and built for solid main line work.
And so, back to the USA. The mighty General Electric of Schenectady, NY
sensed that there was a need for motorised railcars for lighter passenger or
mixed work and took note of what the NER had done. Accordingly, GE set up
its Gas-Electric Project Group (1904, just after the Autocars went into service).
Learning that the NER had re-engined its Autocars with Wolseley motors, GE
ordered one such but upgraded it to a 6-cylinder version of the ‘flat four’.
This duly arrived and was installed in a carriage borrowed from, and trialled on,
the Delaware & Hudson RR. The team at GE found the engine’s performance
fine, but at the same time it was immensely heavy and overall behaviour of the
new railcar was sluggish. They set about designing their own motor, a V8 and
installing it in a second, much lighter all-steel railcar. The V8 weighed 2 tons, as
opposed to the Wolseley’s 7 tons.
All of this took time; the epoch-making car No.3, first of the long run of
standard GE petrol-electrics (gas-electric in American parlance) was delivered in
1909. Eventually there were 94 of them.
All early petrol-electrics had issues with control, but GE was on a steep learning
curve and from experience gained it eventually cracked the problem and put
the fruit of its efforts into gas-electric and diesel-electric traction. The rest is
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history! Oaks from acorns grow; the NER Autocars were the undoubted acorns,
all credit to that enterprising railway.

G E 'gas electric' on the St Louis South Western RR, No.15 delivered in 1914,
lasted until 1949, mechanical and electrical side by GE, bodywork by Wason
Mfg Co, G E motor of 175hp. Photo: North East Rails.
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Autocar Cousins - ‘other’ steam railmotors
Simon Gott
Although the LSWR and GWR introduced steam railmotors to Britain’s railways,
other railway companies saw their success and built their own railmotors. Some
were integrated units like the GWR’s restored No. 93, with a power unit in a
coach body, others were fusions of a small tank engine with a coach, contained
on the same chassis.
Between 1904 and 1906 there was a rush of orders for railmotors. The GWR
owned 99 railmotors, the Lancashire & Yorkshire and Taff Vale 18 each, the
LSWR 17 and other companies operated a handful each. The photograph below
(courtesy of the Great Western Society) is of a Taff Vale railmotor.

The initial enthusiasm for railmotors did not last though. Usually the cabs were
very cramped and this often led to poor steaming. Their coal and water
capacity was often small, they tended to be slow and some had an uneven
motion, leading to a poor ride. Servicing and maintenance was often
problematic. These proved severe disadvantages and railmotors fell out of
favour with their owners. Most only saw a few years service before being
scrapped or converted into coaches.
So, the quandary remained: how to provide a cheap and flexible train that was
popular with passengers and fitted within the existing infrastructure. The
answer came from the GWR in 1904, at the height of the railmotor craze: the
autotrain.
* Alert readers may have just noted the discrepancy between the date above
and the construction dates of the autocars, supposedly named after autotrains.
This will be explained in a short article next time, courtesy of RAS Hennessey.
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Mailbag:
We received a letter from Professor Hampson (Newcastle upon Tyne)
…May I suggest that [you offer the opportunity to] sponsors who, if they donate
£1000 or more, that their names … be placed on a single engraved plate with
combined names in the autocar saloon? I would be prepared to support such a
donation.
Your sponsor for seats, with name framed above – what is the sum for this?
What is the Trust situation in respect of a three year loan/interest on this?
Carry on the good work, I only wish I lived nearer to assist practically…
Stephen replied:
…the answer to your first question is yes, of course the £1000 may be shared
and all acknowledged on a plaque. I did something similar with another to
sponsor a seat in the L&Y club car.
Sponsoring a seat costs £250. As far as loans are concerned we have had a few
offers. Firstly the Transport Trust kindly advanced us £46,000 at a low interest
rate as a bridging loan facility until HLF release the final 10% of our grant upon
completion. Several individuals offered four figure loans to cover any overspend
at 0% or a low rate. We will see if we need to call on such kind offers later in the
project.

The chassis shunted by the maroon 8F. (Peter VH)
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Summary of Tenth Annual General Meeting held on 31st January 2015.
Stephen and Qiuying welcomed us to their home for the tenth AGM and we
had a healthy turnout of 16 members attending. Reports presented by the
committee and project team highlighted good progress over the year although
there had been some delays on the chassis. The Transport Trust had approved
a loan to see the project through to completion as the final 10% of the HLF
grant not will not be paid until that occurs. The Treasurer reported that the
project is likely to go slightly over budget but this is directly attributed to extra
unplanned work on the chassis and increased costs due to inflation.
There was a change in the management structure with Marcus Woodcock
standing down as Trustee due to other commitments. One of the Embsay
stalwarts, Alan Chandler, was duly appointed as a worthy replacement and we
welcome him onboard. It is good to have one of the regular workers on the
project on the Committee. The meeting expressed appreciation to Marcus for
his hard work and as one of the founder members of the Trust. Stephen and I
were duly re-elected as Chairman and Secretary respectively, although Stephen
again stressed that he would stand down at project completion and was
looking for a successor.
To try and spread visibility of the project it was agreed that a Facebook page
for the Autocar Trust would be created. (This is at https://www.facebook.com/
nerelectricautocar?ref=bookmarks ) A Twitter account – @ 1903_Autocar –
had already been created.
Many thanks to Stephen and Qiuying for their hospitality.
Dave Cullingworth, Secretary. 12th Feb 2015

E - Bay
We have registered the Trust as a charity on E-Bay. If you are selling unwanted
items, please consider donating some or all the proceeds to the Trust. I list
some things of mine when I have time but obviously we’ll raise more money
and it improves our profile if items for sale come from more than one member.
We are listed as “NER 1903 Electric Autocar Trust” and are described at:
http://www.ebay.co.uk/egw/ebay-for-charity/charity-profile/?NP_ID=68471
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